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It is shown that the total decay probability depends substantially on the external field only via the
quantum parametersx = E /H, andA = fio/mc2, where E a n d o are the amplitude and frequency
of the wave and H, = m2c3/efi. The field corrections are exceedingly small ( 5 10-'2-10- 14) even
at the highest presently attainable laser-field intensities. In the case of a low energy release
( E~ 141)the quantum parameters assume a different form, but for decays of real nuclei these
corrections remain small as before. At high wave-quantum energies (A) 1)the decay time can
decrease appreciably. Account is taken of the effects due to the polarization of the initial state of
the nucleus and to circular polarization of the wave field. In particular, in the region A, 1 the
estimate o+/a- =: 1/6 is valid for the ratio of the total cross sections of the P-decay processes
induced by photons having different helicities.
PACS numbers: 23.40.Bw, 13.40.K~

On the basis of results obtained by us earlier,13-l6 we
consider here the influence of an EMW field on the probabilElementary-particle decays due to interaction with an
ity o f a decay at different energy outputs E, = A /m, where
electromagnetic field are being actively studied of late. The
A = M (z,N ) - M (z 1,N - 1)is thedifference between the
decays of particles in the field of an intense electromagnetic
nuclear masses (we use here and elsewhere a system of units
wave (EMW)were also investigated earlier.'-3 The calculain
tion method was based on the usual decay de~cription,~.~ which fi = c = 1).We take into account also effects due to
polarization of the initial state of the nucleus and to circular
wherein the electronic states are exact solutions of the Dirac
polarization of the EMW field. These phenomena are first
equation in an external magnetic field (the Volkov function)
described
using the so-called Maijer functions," with the aid
(see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 7).
of
which
asymptotic
expressions are obtained for the probThe interest in the investigation of nuclear P decay in
ability
and
are
valid
in a wid range of the wave-intensity
the field of an EMW can be attributed to the fact that whereparameters.
as nuclear matrix elements are hardly affected by external
g=eE/mo<<l / h , h=o/m<<I .
(1)
actions, the EMW field might influence substantially the
phase space of the charged particles produced in the reacThe results obtained here (see Sec. 3) point to a qualitation.'~~
Recent papersIel2 discuss the possibility of experitive difference between the estimates of the total probability
mental verification of the action of an intense laser field on
of theP decay in the field of an intense EMW compared with
the course of nuclearp decay, and indicate that theP decay
the results of Refs. 9-12. The fundamental difference from
of tritium is expected to increase by lo4 times at the maxithe estimates of Refs. 9-12 is that at typical laser frequency
mum presently attainable laser-beam intensities. A similar
an increase of the beam intensity by even several orders of
conclusion, that the decay rate can be considerably inmagnitude will not influence noticeably the total decay
creased, was drawn earlier in Ref. 9.
probability at the hitherto attained maximum values. Thus,
It must be noted that a consistent use of the exact Volfor laser fields of intensity E=: lo9-10'' V/cm and at a wave
kov equations is made difficult by the need for analyzing
quantum energy o 1-10 eV, the field correction to the neurather complicated expressions typical of multiparameter
tronp-decay probability amounts to 10-12-10-'4. In the
problems. It was shown in Refs. 13 and 14, in the limit of a
case of tritium decay with low energy release, this correction
constant crossed field, that an external action of decay
is higher, ofthe order or 10-8-10-'0, but it is obvious that in
manifest itself actually only in the quantum corrections to
this case it is likewise small, as before.
the probability of the process in the absence of a field. From
In Sec. 4 we investigate also the high-frequency limit
the physical point of view, the results of Refs. 9-12 contrawith a certain restriction on the wave-intensity parameter:
dict this limiting case.
It is clear from the foregoing that it is of interest to
E2<<hZ(1+F;2)
[
h)2-1-t2] -'.
(2)
analyze adequately the expression for the total probability of
p decay in the field of an EMW of arbitrary intensity, and to Of particular interest here is the region A,&, > 1, when the
consider various limiting cases from a unified viewpoint. We decay rate can be determined completely only by the paramnote also that it is important to investigate polarization ef- eters of the EMW field.
The dependence of the probability of decay in the wave
fects in the external field of an EMW, for this reveals a number of specific features of space parity violation in weak in- field on the circular polarization of the wave, which seems
tera~tions.~.'~
quite natural at first glance, manifests itself in fact in compli1. INTRODUCTION
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cated fashion. Thus, whereas in the region defined by the
condition (1) this dependence is practically nonexistent, at
A> 1 (In 2%
1)the cross sections for inducedp decay are in a
ratio 1:6 for photons with different helicities. The nature of
other correlations--of the photon momentum with the nuclear spin and of the nuclear spin with the electron momentum-is similarly not obvious.
From our results for arbitrary values of the energy release eo it follows that the field parameters are substantially
different in decays that take place with relativistic and nonrelativistic energies. In the region E~ - 1.4 1 the influence of
the field is thus determined by the quantities

which differ from 6, A, a n d x in that the characteristic length
in them is not the Compton electron wavelength of the relativistic region but the de Broglie wavelength of the nonrelativistic electron.
2.8-DECAY PROBABILITY OF A POLARIZED NUCLEUS

If we confine ourselves to the usual V-A variant of the
weak interaction in the lowest order in the weak-interaction
constant G and with exact account taken of the interaction of
theelectron with the field of an intense EMW (the state of the
nucleus, owing to its large mass and to the low energy release
i n p decay in the wave field, is considered in the nonrelativistic approximation),we can obtain for the probability of thep
decay of a polarized nucleus (spin 1) in the field of a circularly
polarized wave (g = - 1 and + 1 for right- and left-hand
polarization) the following expression13

where
9 2 7 = h l J 1 2( ~(E2/42.)
)
[ J : + ~( 2 ) +J;-, ( z )- 2 J i 2 ( z ) ]
-gh (z-E2l/zhz) Ji ( z )Ji' ( z ),
W,= ( G 2 m 5 / 4 n 3() I f 3aa2),
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The remaining functions with k = 0, 1,2, are expressed similarly (see Refs. 15 and 16). The change of the angle variable
cos IYo=(cost?+g)l(l+p

COS I?)

enables us to write the argument of the Bessel function in the
form
z=z, sin t?, zo=z-=pPt/h,
wherep = g (1 + { ')- 'I2, a n d p = (1 - to2/t 2)1'2 is the average electron velocity in the wave.
Integration with respect to the angles, for example by
representing the G function in the form of a contour integral
and using the formula
n

J dt? sin t ? ~ ~ ~ + cos
~ (b)
l +-2=2z:s+h
~
r
0

where - 1 < y < 0 and r (s)is the Euler gamma function, we
can express the typical structural parts of (4)in the form of a
Mellin-Barnes double integral. Since the different functions
Sk (z)with different indices k = 0,1,2,3 have the same structure, we present here by way of example the expression for

3. REGION OF LOW FREQUENCIESo(m. QUASICLASSICAL
LIMIT

(4)

a, is the ratio of the axial and vector constants in the V-A
model, s, = + 1 corresponds to different orientations of the
nuclear spin relative to the wave propagation direction. The
components of the average electron momentum in the wave
are connected with the momentum components p, by the
relation q, =p, + 6 'mk, / ~ T wwhere
,
k, is the wave 4-vector, q, = q sin if,, J, is a Bessel function with argument
z = 6q1/rm, to = (1 6 2)1'2, T = ( p O- p3)/m, f = qo/m,
q, = p , + 6 'm/27 is the average energy of the electron motion in the wave, Y = (t - E~)/A,
and 9, is the angle of emission of an electron with average momentum q, and is reckoned from the wave-propagation direction.
Simple calculations make it possible to express the individual sums of the squared Bessel functions with index I in

+

the range 0 < v<l < oo and of the power function I with k
equal to 0, 1, 2, and 3, in terms of the Meijer G-functions."
For example, the most complicated function S ; is the form

Without dwelling on the procedural changes, which require a separate investigation, we calculate here integrals of
the type (7) in the region defined by condition (1). A distinguishing feature of this region is that an individual wave
quantum has here a very low energy compared with the electron rest energy (wgm),and only by assuming that the wave
is intense enough can one hope that the EMW field would
still be capable of substantially affecting the decay. In fact,
when the intensity 6 of the wave satisfies the condition (I),
the contribution made to the total probability by the partial
processes with large indices 1 may turn out to be not small,
and it follows thus from the conservation law that the an
appreciable energy can be drawn from the wave.
It is easy to verify that at the usual laser frequencies,
corresponding to a wave quantum energy of the order of 1
eV, the effective value of I is I,, = lo6. Using the properties
of the functions S, (z),which are analogous in their essential
Ternov st aL
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features to the properties of Bessel functions (see Refs. 15
and 16),it can also be shown that at 1) 1 the main contribution is made at z I, and by the same token actually z,) 1. It
must be noted, however, that estimates of the total rate o f p
decay in the field of an EMW, based on the first terms of the
expansion of the function S ;(z) in powers of the parameter
Y/Z (Refs.9-12), are untenable, since an adequate analysis of
the dependence of the probability of the process on the wave
intensity requires that the dependence of Sv(z)on Y/Z be
used in its exact f ~ r m . ' ~ , ' ~
If s, is fixed, the poles of the integrand in (7) on the
complex s plane are in the general case the points

-

where P1is the Gauss hypergeometric function; but here,
too, the final answer can be expressed in terms of elementary
functions.
Thus, for the spectral distribution of the probability of/?
decay of a polarized nucleus in the field of an intense EMW
we have in the principal term of the expansion in A (1

n=O, I , . . . ,

~ = - - n , s=--t/ --n , s=v+n;

with the integration contour drawn such that the "left" and
"right" sets of poles be separated from each other. Recognizing that in the essential region we have zo> 1, we obtain the
asymptotic form of the functions Sv(z)in this limit. To this
end, we close the integration coutour in (7) on the left and
obtain a series in inverse powers of z,,. If we retain in the
resultant expression all terms of the form ( ~ / z , ) ~where
,
p = 0, 1,2,....,which are of the order of unity in the considered region, and discard the terms l/zO( 1, we can obtain
(7)

-

At v > 0, the requirement that the functions S, (z) be
positive establishes the limits of the integration over the
spectrum:
tt,z=(I+E" [[EOTP
(E~~-I)'].

where x = v/zo.
After a number of simple transformations of (8)we obtain ultimately an expression for S,* in terms of elementary
functions:

It must be noted that the unaccounted-for terms of the
order of l/z, are proportional to Planck's constant fi and are
thus quantal. Conversely, the terms containing v/z as a ratio
are classical. Making the same transformation for the remaining functions SX(z),k = 1,2,3, we can verify that all are
similar in form:

Some differences, connected with the calculation of the
functions at the spin term (-s, = f I), consist in the fact
that when integrating with respect to the angle 9 it is necessary to use here the more general formula

f z " + ~sin e d a
(I+$
COS~)'"

(14)

At Y <0 (tl <eo)the lower limit corresponds to a minimum
energy of the electron in the field of the wave: t, = to. If we
average in (13)over the nuclear spin s, we obtain the result
of Refs. 15 and 16, where we considered the f3 decay of an
unpolarized nucleus in the field of an EMW. We note that
the dependence of the decay rate on the wave polarization
(g= f 1)is contained this case in the discarded quite small
quantum terms (-A 3).
The spectral curves constructed in accord with Eq. (13)
and shown in Fig. 1 demonstrate that the dependence of the
spectral decay probability on the wave intensity is quite substantial, for according to (14)the spectrum of the admissible
electron energies shifts into the relativistic region with increasing wave intensity. As shown first in Refs. 15 and 16, in
the case of an unpolarized nucleus the total decay rate (the
area under curve 2 and Fig. 1)is nonetheless independent of
the wave intensity { and coincides with the total decay rate
of the nucleus in the absence of a field.
We shall show here that the range of validity of this
result can be estimated by starting from the expression for
the totalp decay probability with allowance for the succeeding terms of the expansion in A (the field quantum corrections). By a calculation using the method indicated above it is
possible to verify that the first correction to the decay probability in the absence of a field is determined only by the
maximum amplitude of the wave field and by the energy
release E,,:

0

where
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less, in the hypothetical case &,--+Ithe strength of the electromagnetic field capable of substantially altering the "decay constant" can become very small.
It is quite interesting that the spectral curves in Fig. 1,
labeled 1 and 3, demonstrate also that the decay probability
depends on the orientation of the nuclear spin s, = + 1. As
seen from the figure, the largest difference is observed in the
region of the maximum, but there is also another region
where curves 1, 2, and 3 are distinguishable. The latter region is broader and curves 1 and 3 change places in it relative
to 2 compared with the region of the maximum. It is not at all
difficult to verify that the total area under curves 1,2, and 3
remains constant, offering by the same token evidence that
the total decay rate is independent of the orientation of the
nuclear spin in the considered limit.
4. REGION OF HIGH FREQUENCIES o 2 m . QUASIQUANTUM
LIMIT1)

The indicated laws governing nuclear P decay in the
presence of the field of an intense EMW are substantially
altered in the parameter range defined above by condition
(2). Indeed, if the condition (2)is satisfied, we have zo(l and
the main contribution to the total decay probability consists
of the partial contributions with I = 0 and f 1. Retaining in
expression (3)for the probability the terms of order not higher than second in 6, we obtain
FIG. 1 . Spectral distribution of the differential/3-decay probability of a polarized neutron E, = 2.6, k , = [2a0(l - a,)/
( 1 + 3a:)]s, in the field of a wave of intensity 6 = 2.4 (curves 1-3)
and 6 = 4 (curves 1'-3') at/l<l: 1 , 1' - s, = - 1 ; 3, 3' - s,
= + 1.

x (t2-toZ)
'I

It must be emphasized that the result (15)was obtained without any additional asumptions concerning the wave intensity 6, and is thus valid in the entire region (1).
We are now able to state that no contradiction whatever
can or does exist between the considered region (1)and the
investigated case of a constant crossed field, since Eq. (15)
.'~
earlier in
agrees fully with an analogous r e ~ u l t ' ~presented
the form of a numerical coefficient for the concrete value of
the energy release in neutron decay (E, = 2.6). Obviously, in
the nonrelativistic and ultrarelativistic limits one can write
in accord with (15)

(t-cO)

1+$cos f3

T2
7 3

(t2-to2)
tu

v

'12.

( I + ) cos f3)'

Expression (17)-(19) determine the spectral-angular distribution of the decay probability with allowance for the terms
-6 '. In this limit one can have, besides the decays that are
allowed without participation of the external field (E,> I),
also induced nuclear P-decay processes due to absorption of
a
wave-quantum energy (E, < 1).
W/Wo=4/,05(~,2-1)"~[1+3~8(E/fI,*)
7 &0-1<<1,
Integrating with respect to angle, we can obtain from
W / W O = ' / L ~ E (EIH,)2~o-'[Z13(l+kn)ln
O~{~~~~
2 ~ , - ( ' / ~ + ~ / ~ k , ) ] )(17)-(19)
,
the spectral distribution of the decay probability in
the
form
(16)
where H r = rn2(&; - l)3'2/e, is the field that performs,
over the electron de Broglie wavelength, a work of the order
of the maximum kinetic energy released in the case of nonrelativistic decay. In this case Eq. (15) remains valid under a
more stringent restriction on the possible amplitudes of the
EMW field, namely E(H:; it can be easily seen, however,
that this restriction is not decisive for real decays. Nonethe],
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To describe the induced nuclearp decay it is possible to
introduce, besides the probability and time of the decay, also
the total cross section, which takes at
the form

lo

tb,( t ~ k ( l 7 +
~ ) f)

~ ~In b ]

-

r

where

With increasing parameter A, the contribution of the
induced process (22) (upper sign) due to absorption of one
wave quantum increases against the background of the contributions (21)and (23)that correspond to a zero-photon decay with wave-intensity corrections for the increase of the
electron mass in the EMW field, and also for the induced
emission into the wave, besides, the usual P-decay products
(231, of a quantum indentical with the wave quanta. In the
case of a forbidden decay in the absence of a field (E, < 1)only
the contribution (22)remains in Eq. (20),and the parameter
A is then subject to the threshold condition
It is interesting that at A , I&,/ > 1 a situtation in possible
wherein the fast growth of the contribution (22)in this region

can lead to
I2BI,,

so that in this case the total decay probability is determined
fully only by the parameters of the EMW field. It is most
important that in this case the time of the allowed and forbidden decays are practically equal, and the induced nuclear
/3 decay proceeds under these conditions independently of
the magnitude and sign of the energy-releaseparameter E, in
the absence of an external field.

FIG. 2. Spectral distribution of the decay probab~lityof the 3~
nucleus (E, = 1.036, spin 1) vs the orientationof the nuclear spin s,
=
1 and the wave-photon circular polarization g = 1 at
l=
and A = lo2.

*
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It is most instructive that the cross section (26) is independent of the wave intensity 6. Expression (26)also illustrates
clearly that when the quantum effects play a major role
(ABE,) the course of the nuclear P decay of a polarized nucleus is substantially modified compared with decay in the
absence of a field or with the low-frequency limit of the action of an intense EMW. Am important role is played in the
quasiquantum limit also by polarization effects, which have
a direct bearing on the manifestation of spatial parity nonconservation in weak interactions under the action of an external electromagnetic field (see Fig. 2).
It follows from (26)that in the logarithmic approximation the cross section of the induced nuclear p decay produced by photons with different helicities are in a ratio 1:6.
Weaker, but likewise a manifestation of spatial violation, is
the dependence of (26)on the nuclear spin orientation relative to the wave-propagation direction.
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The foregoing analysis of the @-decayprobability of a
polarized nucleus in the field of an intense EMW of circular
polarization allows us to make a number of concluding remarks.
1. The approach developed, based on the use of Meijer
G-functions to obtain asymptotic expressions, at A(1, for
the functions that determine the total probability of the process, enable us to write down estimates expressed in terms of
elementary functions and valid in a wide range of the EMW
intensity parameter (classicallimit). We were able to show by
this method that the use of the first terms of the expansion of
the functions S;(z) in terms of the parameter Y/Z do not
provide a well-grounded estimate of the total decay rate.
2. We call attention to the fact that, after integration
over the spectrum, Eq. (13)for the total probability of the @
decay of a nucleus polarized along the wave propagation
direction agrees, with good accuracy [see (16)], with the
probability of the analogous decay in the absence of an external field. A characteristic feature of this result is that the
integration eliminates both the dependence of the decay rate
on the EMW intensity and the influence of the nuclear spin
orientation. It can be seen from (13)that the spectral distribution of the decay electrons in the wave contains a part that
is invariant to the wave propagation direction and to the
reversal of the sign of the particle velocity P, as well as a part
that depends on the projection of the axial vector on this
direction.
It follows therefore that the spectral probability (13)
Ternov eta/.
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contains a P-odd term whose presence can be interpreted as a
manifestation of the effect of P-parity violation under the
specific conditions of the action of the field of an intense
EMW on the p decay of a polarized nucleus. It can thus be
established that the spatial-parity violation due to V-A weak
interaction that takes place in the EMW field manifests itself
also after integration over all the electron emission angles. A
peculiarity of this phenomenon, namely that parity nonconservation in the field of an EMW can be described by an
integral angular characteristic, is in our opinion most intersting and lends itself apparently to experimental observation by laser techniques.
3. It must be emphasized that in the derivation of (13)
we have assumed satisfaction of the condition E,> 1, i.e.,
that the decay is energy-allowed also in the absence of an
external EMW field. Using (13)it can be seen that as ~,-+1
the total decay rate decrease to zero like (E; - I)''*. If one
starts with Eq. (3),it is easy to verify, by a reasoning similar
to that in Sec. 3, that in region (1)the total decay probability
at E, < 1 remains zero. It can thus be concluded that when
the energy of an individual wave quantum is low (w( m )in a
rather wide range [see (I)]the change of the EMW intensity
will not affect the rate of the allowed decay, and stable nuclei
remain stable under such conditions.
4. When condition (2) is satisfied, the situation can
change radically. Thus, if the energy of the wave quantum
remains sufficient to conserve the energy balance in onequantum reactions also at &, < 1:

n>

(1+5=)'-~0,

induced nuclearp decays that are forbidden in the absence of
an external field become possible. Their probability is proportional to the square of the wave intensity parameter f ,
whose value is subject to the restriction from condition (2).It
can be easily seen that at A$l&,I > 1 the restriction on becomes weaker: f (1. The region of large photon energies
A>IE,I > 1 is remarkable also because in this case one can
observe a rapid growth of the probability of the induced decay with increasing A:

and this can lead to equalization, in order of magnitude, of
the total times of the induced nuclear 0 decays that are allowed and forbidden in the absence of external action. Great
interest attaches in our opinion also to the study of the polarization effects in this region (see Sec. 4). It must be noted that
the upper bound on the parameter A is a consequence of the
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considered nonrelativistic nuclear-energy limit in the initial
and final states, as well as of the unitary limit. We note also
that the most suitable radiation sources with which one can
check at present the results of Sec. 4 may be the "photon
factories" based on large accelerators and charged-particle
storage rings.

''In a pure quantum description of an external electromagneticfield the
intensitiesof this field should be quantum operators rather than specified
functions of the coordinates and time. In the present approach the EMW
field is regarded as classical, but the conservation laws contain the values
of the index I together with the quantity &. This serves as the basis for
the quasiquantum interpretation, to which we adhere here, of the considered phenomena.
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